Eliminating a False Dichotomy: developing an ecological respite in the industrial New York Harbor

With the example of Bayonne Golf Club, the design question is asked: If we remove the perceptual barriers that exist between Nature and Human Made, what would a barrier island, one that functions for both storm surge protection and ecological services, look like?
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Emscher meets Rhine

This praxis studio explores the relationship between engineering, ecology, and design. How can people relate to a new, completely engineered landscape, what are ways to provide access and how can design enhance the cultural experience of an appropriate landscape narrative?
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Masters Celebration

Join us to celebrate the MLA Class of 2019. The reception will begin with a short program to introduce the students and their projects. The rest of the time will be a mixer where students, family, friends and faculty will enjoy refreshments and conversations.
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Feaster Park Design

Redesign of Feaster Park in New Brunswick. Designs propose an urban plaza, playground, community garden, outdoor classroom and parking.
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Retroactive Reconciliation - Spring Lake Park Capitol City Amusement Park, Trenton, New Jersey

The studio developed a design manifesto for an amusement park that retroactively addresses the site’s history and physical context, while also reconciling this legacy with 21st-century issues of climate change, biodiversity, sustainable technology, clean water, clean energy, and recreational needs.
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